Beginning to write with word processing:
technologies with continual searches for effective teaching and learning strategies to meet the needs of 21 st-century learners (Leu, 2001; McKenzie, 2000; Turbill, 2002) . The integration of the new literacies of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and the curriculum has become a goal for literacy educators (International Reading Association, 2001 ; International Reading Association & National Council of Teachers of English, 1996; International Society for Technology in Education, 1998; Kinzer, 2003) . The integration of ICTs at the classroom level includes the use of word processors as tools supporting the writing process, the focus of this study.
Sociocultural theories of literacy recognize and acknowledge the importance of the social context along with the background experience and skills of students (Bruner, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978) . Much of the research on writing, computers, and young children is grounded in the work of these social and cultural theories of language and classroom interaction (Bigge & Shermis, 1999; Cochran-Smith, 1991; Daiute, 1988) . Research has demonstrated that communication patterns among students in classrooms change when word processors are introduced as writing tools (Dickinson, 1986; Fisher, 1994; Kumpulainen, 1994; Shilling, 1997) . Leu (2002) has pointed out that literacy learning has become increasingly social as technologies and classrooms are integrated. Using a word processor may facilitate meaning making as students and teachers interact within the context of a process writing approach. Student talk and reflection can facilitate sharing and construction of knowledge in a social setting such as a primary classroom.
tion (pp. 420-429) doi:10.1598/RT. 60,5.2 There are effects on educators as well. Teachers' philosophy, pedagogy, and instructional practices with regard to ICT use directly influence outcomes (Russell, Bebell, Cowan, & Corbelli, 2002) . If there is a shift to a more collaborative approach in the environment of a classroom, then the role of the teacher supporting the writing process is also transformed (Cochran-Smith, Paris, & Kahn, 1991; Mercer & Fisher, 1992) . The teacher becomes facilitator, guide, and participant in a learning community when engaged in computer-based activities (Labbo, 2004; Snyder, 1993) . Even greater transformations of the role of classroom teachers may be emerging. Although Cuban (2001) argued that despite increased access to ICTs, meaningful changes in the instructional practices of teachers have not occurred, Leu, Karchmer, and Leu (1999) proposed that "just as new technologies change literacy, literacy also changes new technologies within a transactional relationship" (p. 638). These researchers suggested that in order to keep pace with the changing role of technologies in literacy classrooms, reflective teachers will increasingly determine and share effective ICT integration in the classroom.
Integrating ICTs frequently requires modification of teaching strategies employed by educators. The use of computers not only affects classroom culture and the social interactions of students and teachers, but also it introduces a new technology (Baker, 2000; Sandholtz, Ringstaff, & Dwyer, 2000) . The use of a different tool-a computer with wordprocessing software-to complete a task traditionally completed with pencil and paper introduces a new realm of possible differences in attitudes, interactions, instructional strategies, and written products (Wood, 2000) . In doing so, use of a new tool raises questions with regard to best practices for students at all levels of writing development.
This case study sought to examine the impact that different writing tools had on the writing of beginning writers in the primary grades. The study focused on a class of grade 1 students, including aspects such as the physical environment, classroom culture, instructional goals of the teacher, interactions among students, teacher-student interactions, and the development of student writing while using a word processor. This work is a component of a larger study that included students from three primary classrooms (grades 1-3).
Methods
This research was conducted in a grade 1 class in a rural school in a province on the east coast of Canada. The purpose of the case study (Stake, 1994) was to develop greater understanding of the multiple factors involved in the use of word processing by beginning writers, as well as the effect of integrating ICTs on the classroom environment and on the teacher. The first author (Van Leeuwen) spent hours observing in the classroom, examining variations in student writing behavior, the classroom culture, and communication about writing projects (Patton, 2002) . Six boys and seven girls in grade 1 participated in this study; all of them had previous computerbxperience either at home or through their kindergarten program.
Data collection and analysis
Information was collected from classroom observations, informal conversations with the teacher during field visits, interviews with students and the teacher, and student writing samples (Marshall & Rossman, 1999) . Observation sessions and interviews were audiotaped and transcribed to capture oral-language interactions of students with peers, the teacher, and the researcher.
Classroom visits occurred every three weeks throughout the school year for 40 to 90 minutes per visit. Students were observed to see how they used the two writing media, word processing or pencil and paper. During classroom visits, samples of handwritten and word-processed texts produced by the children were collected, and informal conversations were held with the teacher. Short interviews, lasting about 10 minutes, were conducted with four students to further explore their approaches to writing with the two media. These four students were representative of a range of characteristics such as gender, kindergarten attendance, and computer experience. Students were asked how they prepared to write, where they found their ideas for writing, and whom they approached for help. Field notes written after each visit captured as many of the activities and actions of the students in the classroom as possible.
The perspective of the classroom teacher was explored through informal conversations during field visits and through a semistructured interview.
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The field notes were annotated to compile information from the notes, audiotapes, and writing samples. Student writing samples were collected and assessed using criteria developed by Alberta Education, Student Evaluation Branch (1997). This information was coded by one coder, using themes identified in the literature such as attitudes toward writing and the teacher's writing instruction (Clements, 1987; Cochran-Smith et al., 1991; Mercer & Fisher, 1992) as well as emerging themes. Emerging themes included interactions with peers, skill transfer, and classroom dynamics. An iterative coding process was used until all annotated notes were reviewed and coded (Miles & Huberman, 1994) .
The grade 1 class
In Robin Neville's grade 1 classroom, students' desks were arranged in small groups in the center. Around the periphery of the room were a music corner with piano, chairs, and couch; the teacher's work area and desk; low shelving filled with children's books, math manipulatives, and other art supplies; and the computer corner. The three computers in the classroom were older Apple machines. In contrast, the school's computer lab contained 18 new computers, with 3 other computers located outside the lab in the nearby resource center.
The culture in Robin's classroom reflected a focus on productive and enthusiastic activity. Helping her grade 1 students become readers and writers was a high priority. Children were involved daily in a process writing approach as they worked on prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing the various texts they produced. Expectations were clearly communicated at the start of writing time and were reviewed at the end. During writing workshop, three students in the class were allowed to work at the computers for the duration of the session. The entire class rotated through these three computers, so that each child wrote using a word processor every one and onehalf weeks.
Technology and teaching experiences
Robin frequently encouraged students who made a discovery on the computer to extend their understanding of that discovery. The following exchange is one example:
I want you to put your name "Nicholas" in between quotes. Nicholas: Quotes? These?
Robin:
These things...and I want a capital "N." So do that. Nicholas has discovered the shift key and some of the things that it can do. He begins to experiment. Robin notices and encourages him to try a few things. The teacher then asks him to use this newfound option in another sentence. (Observation notes) Students were encouraged to experiment and discover things for themselves in this classroom. They were also asked to apply what they had discovered to other circumstances. Problem solving and responsibility were qualities this teacher sought to develop in students.
Teaching experiences play a significant role in what goes on within a classroom, and experiences with technology are no exception. Robin's approach to integrating ICTs and process writing was constantly changing and evolving: This is my fourth year teaching grade 1 and as each year goes by I'm surprised how quickly they catch on to technology...when it comes to writing I think time spent in the lab or developing skills with individuals in the classroom [is time well spent].... Some kids actually write better on a computer or...compose faster using a keyboard than pen and paper.... So my use [of] computers is probably expanding as I go along with grade 1. (Teacher interview) Robin believed that integrating ICTs was important for students and brought old computers in from home to set up in the classroom. These provided the opportunity for grade 1 students to have consis- 
Findings

Student attitudes toward writinq and computers
For the most part, students' attitudes toward the writing they did in their classroom were positive. When engaged in writing tasks students were generally focused. They were enthusiastic writers both on and off the computer. Students were often observed counting the number of sentences they had written. Their body language demonstrated excitement with their progress. Students' enthusiasm to share their finished work (both handwritten and computer generated) was equally intense.
Robin placed a high value on writing and found that students in the class were very motivated when involved in writing. She described how students spoke about writing: Are we having writing time today? When is our writing time? Can we go into the computer lab, to finish up a story? Can I share it with the class? Using the computers was something the students enjoyed. Robin said that "even with the ancient technology in my room, there's still.. .novelty in.. .using the computer to write" (Teacher interview).
Of the four students interviewed about their writing tool preference for composing the first draft of a story, three indicated their preference was for a word processor, and one student preferred to use paper and pencil. Students expressed their concern with the mechanics of writing and the efforts involved with letter formation, spelling words, typing on the computer, and creating pictures to illustrate their story. This is expressed in the following conversation:
Researcher: Why do you like the computer more? Nicholas:
Because, like, we don't have to draw the shapes, all you have to do is just press the buttons.
Researcher: Now, when you say "draw the shapes," do you mean making the shape of the letter? Nicholas: Yeah. (Observation notes)
The effort involved in writing with paper and pencil was a major challenge; students spoke of their hands tiring when they wrote that way. In contrast, students enjoyed hunting for letters on the keyboard. Classroom observations confirmed students' stated preferences related to different writing tools-pencil and paper or keyboard-when composing a story.
Teacher instruction
Robin indicated that developing keyboarding skills and some familiarity with basic wordprocessing functions were among the primary goals for word-processor use in this classroom. To accomplish this, a variety of instructional strategies were used, such as * encouraging students to continue their efforts, "* helping students focus on the important details, and "* supporting students as they developed problem-solving strategies.
Most writing skill instruction was a mixture of large-group teaching, followed by individual student-teacher conferences focused on a piece of the student's writing. In contrast, instruction in word-processing skills was approached differently. Large-group lessons were not often used. Wordprocessing instruction was frequently embedded in lessons designed to teach both writing and wordprocessing skills, followed by an opportunity for practice. The following is from a lesson on capital letters and punctuation, and it provides a sense of how this was accomplished:
Robin has students sit on the floor near a monitor so that they all can see what is happening. A group lesson on capital letters and punctuation is the focus. A file with the "daily message" is called up. Students are instructed to read the message and then correct the missing capital letters and punctuation. Robin demonstrates several ways to make capital letters. Two students are asked to help demonstrate the tasks, and they come over to the keyboard to do this.
(Observation notes)
Often word-processing instruction took the form of short minilessons slipped into the middle of a writing session. Minilessons were not often planned in advance of the session. They were a response to student questions or emerging student needs, or they were presented when Beginning to write with word processing @00 0 Robin wished to share strategies helpful for the to do soi entire class. While circulating to observe stuquestion dents' writing, Robin provided advice or guidRob ance on writing skills or conventions to ceming individual students. This one-to-one coaching comput was extended to include word-processing funcences, st tions when students wrote with word processors.
to their v Another aspect of instruction was the writing ventions conference. While Robin conducted writing conpointed ferences with individual students in the classroom, tions in this was not the situation in the computer lab. In the much ati computer lab, students requiring help with worddepende processing functions or hardware problems were differen competing with students who needed guidance el of con about their writing. Conferences in the lab generThe ally took place at the computer, were of shorter durevision ration, and were focused on smaller segments of read the text.
Students they hac
Interactions doing th Interactions between teacher and students, and among students themselves, occurred frequently Writing in the writing process classroom, as well as in the Stuc computer lab. The audiotapes from many of the obpencil or servation sessions revealed the constant hum from differenc conversation when students were writing. There reading were differences observed in the amount of talk their wr: among students depending on where they were working writing; the amount of talk in the computer lab was quently consistently higher than in the classroom, longer ti Students were blatant eavesdroppers. Many Almost times they would enter into an interaction by volseemed unteering information or assistance: after 10 posing n Kayla looks at me and asks, "How do you spell once?" Reap i I ask her how it would start and she says "0-U-C." Maria, sitting at the next computer listening to our conpeared t versation says, "I know how to spell it." She points to of what her screen. Kayla scoots around the computer table to opment see how to spell once. She returns then to her comrereadin puter and resumes typing. (Observation notes) typed ar used. Re These interactions may also have begun with stuword pn dents narrating their own actions as they were faced contrast, with a task on the computer. Something that frevealed I quently emerged from these exchanges between stupiece of dents was the discovery of another word-processor ing com1 function. In this way, students became peer coaches. Whe It did not matter who taught the students a skillto write, teacher or peer. If the children wanted to know how Some st C424 nething, they were satisfied as long as their was answered. in constantly interacted with students contheir writing in the classroom and in the -r lab. Aside from regular editing conferte helped students with a variety of revisions vork. The focus tended to be on writing conand skills taught to the class. Robin also out differences in student-teacher interacthe computer lab; students did not need as tention and developed skills in working inntly. Robin speculated that these observed ces might be the result of students' high levcentration on typing words. last form of interaction occurred with the of computer-based writing, when students text displayed on a classmate's monitor. sometimes offered comments on writing Ijust read. Students were never observed is with a classmate's handwritten work.
behaviors lents' writing behaviors using paper and word processing revealed some intriguing -es in the amount of focused writing time, and rereading behaviors, and planning of iting. Students with strong writing skills in a notebook with a pencil were freable to sustain their focus on a writing task han when they worked on the computer. all students with poorer keyboarding skills to slow down in terms of text production or 15 minutes, whether students were comew pieces or transcribing their writing. ding and rereading handwritten work apo be for reflection and for determination should come next regarding story develand content. On the computer, reading and g was for assessment of what students had id of whether the correct keys had been reading appeared more frequently during ocessing and occurred in short bursts. In students reviewing handwritten work reonger, more sustained rereading of their writing. This was particularly obvious durosition of a first draft. ,n students were asked how they prepared they reported using a variety of strategies. ated that they first prepared their writing tools. Others reported that "thinking" was their starting point. Some students read or reread a book they had enjoyed in preparation for writing, and others sat down to consider which of their personal experiences they wanted to write about. All of these strategies were used in the classroom during traditional writing process sessions, but fewer strategies were used when beginning to write with a word processor.
Writinq sample analysis
The quality of each of the writing samples was assessed on three criteria-ideas and order, words and sentences, and conventions of language. Analysis of the writing samples revealed that word processors did not reduce the quality of writing of these grade 1 students; that is, word-processed and handwritten pieces were of similar quality. However, there was a difference in the length of the texts. Writing samples composed with pencil and paper were generally longer than those composed with a word processor. There was a range from 73 to 305 words and a mean of 163 words for handwritten work, compared with 37 to 116 words and a mean of 71 words for pieces composed with a word processor.
Discussion
Teacher instruction
As the integrated use of computers becomes more commonplace in primary-grade curricula, developing a greater understanding of the computer's impact on instruction is increasingly important. Tailoring writing instruction to the context is an important aspect of effective instruction (CochranSmith et al., 1991; Mercer & Fisher, 1992; Sandholtz et al., 2000; Snyder, 1993) . One challenge of group lessons in the computer lab stems from the students' desire to begin to use the computers. They are not easily engaged by a demonstration lesson that is not hands-on for them. Lesson timing may need to be a more important consideration based on the finding that almost all students with poor keyboarding skills started slowing in their production of text after 10 or 15 minutes. If students start to lose focus, teachers need to consider different ways to break up keyboarding time so the final portion of the writing period is used effectively. The midpoint of a writing session with word processors may be better timing for a minilesson than at the beginning, when students are eager to use the computers.
Classroom Interactions
The types of interactions observed, comments by the teacher, and responses drawn from the student interviews reveal the power and frequency of peer interactions. Observations revealed that students relied on one another for help with spelling and word processing functions. This is similar to findings by Labbo (2004) ; Lomangino, Nicholson, and Sulzby (1999); and Philips (1995) . The help that students provide one another redirects some of the demands on the teacher's attention, enabling the teacher to focus on higher-level questions and problems. Such help also enhances students' problem-solving skills. Most help provided by students to their peers was in the form of direction and generally did not incorporate explanation. This confirms the importance of peer interactions while recognizing the limitations of such assistance.
Classroom observations revealed that the teacher was more tolerant of student talk in the computer lab setting. Increased talk among peers suggests that teachers need to accept a greater degree of interaction in a computer lab. This increased tolerance of student interactions while using the computer may have encouraged students to help their peers. Some research into collaborative writing has found improvements in the quality of writing when students engage in metacognitive talk about their text (Dickinson, 1986; Jones & Pellegrini, 1996) . This suggests the possibility that allowing greater task-related interaction among students when they are writing with word processors may result in improved writing quality.
The one-on-one interaction of a writing conference was different when conducted in a computer lab as compared to the classroom. Content was different because various word-processing skills or keyboard issues were frequently addressed. Conferences were shorter in the computer lab because the teacher and student did not work through the entire text in one sitting but addressed one or two issues, and then the student returned to writing. This may be due to challenges in redirecting the In this study, observations of students writing changes.
with computers reveal that they rarely create a stoCochran ry web or plan. One reason for this may be that (1996), making changes with a word processor is easier, and writers count on the revision process to refine their work. Previous research has not determined Consid how reduced planning affects the quality of grade 1 pract! students' stories. There has been speculation that A nu writers compensate for this reduction in planning tice emei by reading and rereading their work (Haas, 1989) . integrati The current study did find differences in the readgram, tei ing behavior of participants when composing, with short, more frequent reading of word-processed De text. This shift in reading patterns was also found in me a study of slightly older students in Australia pro (Sutherland-Smith, 2002) .
to i Frustration and reluctance were more frequentwo ly observed in students when they were transcribdre ing, a less interesting task compared to composing. Fac This is also a finding in studies with older students tioi Mumtaz, 2001; to Seawel, Smaldino, Steele, & Lewis, 1994) . The shc keyboarding skills of younger students did not ap-
• Pla pear to interfere with their composing because very Te• beginning writers have a slower composing and intioi scribing rhythm (Cochran-Smith et al.) . Incorrect car finger positioning did not seem to impede students' prc success or enthusiasm in using a keyboard, an obWc servation also noted by Gemmell (2003 till had strong interest in using the comqo participant ever said that he or she ther not use the computer. ing behaviors observed in the computer t also result from students' differing levels ntration when typing words. Alternative ons for these differences in behavior may udents are more autonomous in this envior more motivated to try invented spelling imputer because editing is easier. Another explanation is that they are more absorbed technology and, as a result, are less intith the adults around them. Students may n helping one another more frequently beere was a higher tolerance of talk among in the lab. " Schedule feedback times for students. Writing conferences play a critical role in the writers' workshop. Teachers must consider how to ensure that appropriate feedback is given to students when they write with a word processor. Will writing conferences happen at computer terminals? At a table away from the bank of computers? Will teacher and student be able to sit down together? Should the student print the piece of writing to be discussed? "* Be prepared for students to focus on the computers, not on a lesson, in the computer lab. In-class preparations before going to the computer lab may need to take on a new focus to address the students' impatience to begin using computers as soon as they arrive.
Teachers could give students minimal instruction before leaving the classroom and let them begin working on the computers immediately. A lesson could then be timed to provide a break for students from keyboarding when those with weaker skills begin to lose their focus, probably at the 10-to 15-minute mark. -Teach students skills in working collaboratively. Peer teaching can be a powerful tool; however, students need instruction in how to work effectively with one another. What roles will students assume? Which team member should find the next letter? Who could work on checking the spelling? Would peer help be more effective if the peer teacher dictated the next letter or word?
Summary
This study affords an exploration of how beginning writers learn to write using different instruments, and it also provides further information about the relationships among students, teachers, the writing process, and the use of word processors as tools. The dynamic interplay of influences on classroom culture and on the interactions among individuals within a grade 1 classroom is described.
From the observations in this study, it is clear that no one composing tool is able to serve all the needs of beginning writers. Word processors are tools that can complement the range and type of writing activities in elementary school classrooms. The leadership role played by the classroom teacher in implementing word processing in the writing curriculum is a critical component in determining the felicitous use of this tool. 
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